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Detection of Deception in Law
Enforcement Applicants
A PreliminaryInvestigation*
Randy Borumt and Harley V. StockS

Using the MMPIand the IPI, the presentstudy examinedthe differencesin psychometricdefensiveness between two groupsof law enforcementapplicants:applicantsidentifiedas being deceptive and
a comparisongroupof candidatesfor whom no deceptionwas indicated.Significantdifferenceswere
found on the traditionalvalidity(minimization)scales for both instrumentsas well as several supplemental scales and indexes from the MMPI. A new index (Es-K) from the MMPI showed a highly
significantdifferencebetween groupsand good classificationaccuracy. The results suggest that deceptive applicantsshow more defensivenesson psychometrictesting and that test results may assist
in raisingthe index of suspicionfor detectingdeceptionin law enforcementapplicants.

It is generallyagreedthat honesty and integrityare at the cornerstonesof being a
police officer (Pendergrass,1987). In order to identify the best applicant, it has
been recommendedby national advisory panels that police officers be psychologically screened to assure that only the most suitableare chosen "to serve and
to protect" (National Advisory Commissionon CriminalJustice Standardsand
Goals: Police, 1967).The courts have determinedthat police agencies have a right
to conduct psychological evaluations (McCabe v. Hoberman, 1969; Conte v.

Horcher, 1977) and may be held liable for employees who were not properly
evaluated (Bonsignore v. City of New York, 1981).
* The authorswish to thankMichaelNietzel andtwo
anonymousreviewersfor theirhelpfulcomments
on an earlierdraftof this manuscript,and RonaldRoesch for his editorialassistance. Requests for
reprintsshould be sent to Randy Borum, Forensic Trainingand Research Center, University of
MassachusettsMedicalCenter,Departmentof Psychiatry,55 Lake Avenue, North, Worcester,MA
01655.
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Typically, psychologists are asked to screen out preemploymentcandidates
who are at high risk forjob-relatedproblemsor who could pose a threatto public
safety. These evaluations typically involve a clinical interview and at least two
objective tests such as the MinnesotaMultiphasicPersonalityInventory (MMPI)
and the Inwald Personality Inventory (IPI); (Inwald, 1985). However, the psychological evaluationis only one componentof a largerpolice selection process.
Because of the inherentcost factor, psychologicalscreeningis often the last step
in a procedurethat includes an extensive applicationform, backgroundinvestigation, oral boardinterview, and sometimesa drugscreen and polygraphtesting.
One impliedpurposeof this rigorousprocess is to identifyindividualswho may be
dishonest and deceptive. Specifically, assessing the veracity of an applicant's
self-reportis also an importantaspect of the psychologicalevaluation(Heilbrun,
1992).
Though most psychometric instrumentslike the MMPI and the IPI have
validity scales constructed to detect defensiveness, these measures are not "lie
detectors." They do, however, provide informationabout the way in which the
respondent is trying to present him or herself. For example, the Guardedness
scale (GD) on the IPI was designed "to identify persons who have minimized
shortcomings,denied faults, and answered items in a 'socially desirable' direction" (Inwald, Knatz, & Husman, 1982, p. 6). On the MMPI, the two most
commonly used scales to assess defensiveness are the L (Lie) scale and the K
(Defensiveness) scale (Meehl & Hathaway, 1946).The L scale "was designed to
detect ratherunsophisticatedand naive attemptson the part of the individualsto
present themselves in an overly favorablelight" while "the K scale of the MMPI
was designed to identify clinical defensiveness" (Graham,1987, p. 6).
Subsequently, several supplementalvalidity scales and indexes have been
developed for the MMPI. One of the earliest efforts focused on comparingendorsement of obvious items (those which are easily identifiedas relatingto psychopathology)to endorsementof subtle items (items whose relationshipto psychopathologyis not as easy to detect). This resulted in the Wiener-HarmonObvious and Subtle (O-S) scales for the MMPI(Wiener, 1948).The rationalefor this
approach was that real patients will endorse both obvious and subtle items/
symptoms of their disorder. However, individualswho are malingeringor exaggerating psychopathology would endorse a large numberof obvious items, but
significantlyfewer subtle items. The opposite patternwould be seen in defensive
individuals. Since there are separateO-S scales for 5 of the 10 clinical scales, a
total score would be derivedby subtractingsubtle scale T scores fromthe obvious
scale T scores for each scale and adding the sum of the differences. A large
negative numberwould suggest defensiveness whereas a large positive number
would suggest exaggeration.
Althoughthe research on the O-S scales for detection of "fakinggood" has
been somewhatlimited, and opinionsregardingtheiruse have been varied(Weed,
Ben-Porath, & Butcher, 1990), they do appear to have some potential for this
purpose (Gendreau,Irvine, & Knight, 1973;Harvey & Sipprelle, 1976;Peterson,
Clark, & Bennett, 1989;Wasyliw, Grossman,Haywood, & Cavanaugh,1988).In
fact, one study by Grossman,Haywood, Ostrov, Wasyliw, and Cavanaugh(1990)
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has shown the Subtle-Obvious scales to be sensitive to motivationalsets among
police officers referredfor fitness-for-dutyevaluation.
AnotherMMPIindicatorthat has shown some promisefor detection of "faking good" is the Positive Malingering(Mp)scale developedby Cofer, Chance, and
Judson (1949). The Mp scale comprises 34 empiricallyderived items which were
susceptible to defensiveness and insensitive to malingering(faking bad). In the
originalstudy, Coferet al. (1949)foundthat a cuttingscore of 20 or more correctly
classified 96% of the honest records and 86% of positively malingered(instructions to make the best possible impression)records. Subsequentresearchhas also
found the Mp scale to be effective in identifying "faking good" on the MMPI
(Grow, McVaugh, & Eno, 1980;Kelly & Greene, 1989;Wales & Seeman, 1968).
One other validityindex from the MMPIwhich is commonlyused is the F-K
Index, also called the Gough DissimulationIndex (Gough, 1950). This score is
derived by subtractingthe raw score of the K scale from the raw score of the F
scale. Althoughthis index is more often used to detect malingering(fakingbad),
Gough also hypothesized that any score less than zero would suggest defensiveness or fakinggood. However, subsequentstudies have shown that normalindividuals typically achieve a mean score that is closer to - 10 (Colligan,Osborne,
Swenson, & Offord, 1983;Greene, 1986).One problemwith this index is that it is
difficultto distinguishbetween well-adjustedindividualswho are not experiencing
psychological distress and individualswho are being defensive (Greene, 1988).
Indeed, it has been difficultto identifycuttingscores that distinguishnormalfrom
defensive profiles, resultingin somewhat limited effectiveness of the F-K Index
for detection of defensiveness (Coferet al., 1949;Grayson& Olinger,1957;Hunt,
1948;Johnson, Klinger, & Williams, 1977).
Using logic similarto that of Goughin developingthe F-K Index, the authors
have proposed a new index, which may be more sensitive to defensiveness or
"fakinggood." This index was created by subtractingthe T score of the K scale
from the T score of the Ego Strength (Es) scale. The Es scale was originally
developed by Barron(1953, 1956)to predictresponsivenessto psychotherapyand
general ability to cope with problems. He believed that it "measureda general
factor of capacity for personalityintegrationor ego strength" (Greene, 1980, p.
191). Accordingto Graham(1987), high Es scores are indicativeof an individual
who is stable, reliable, responsible, and self confident. High K scores are more
indicativeof defensiveness in an individualwho is tryingto give an appearanceof
adequacy, control, and effectiveness, and who lacks self-insight and selfunderstanding.However, these two scores are considered to be related, and
Caldwell(1988)suggests that interpretationof the Es scale is most effective when
seen in comparison to the K scale. The positive characteristics of "personal
organization"associated with high Es scores seem to be more prominentwhen Es
is increasinglyhigherthan K. To some extent, both scales measure the effective
operationof psychologicaldefenses to bindpsychologicaldistress. Consequently,
the comparisonis made to differentiatethe healthy defensiveness from the intentional effort to ignoreor minimizedifficulties.This is identifiedas the Es-K Index.
The purpose of the present study was to examine the relationshipbetween
psychometricindicatorsof defensiveness and conscious deceptionin law enforce-
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ment applicants.Althoughthese scales were not designed to be "lie detectors,"
they do suggest when individualsare trying to present themselves in an overly
favorable manner.The underlyingprincipleis quite similar.The applicantis distorting(withholdingor fabricating)self-reportinformationin orderto make him or
herself appearmorefavorableas an applicant.Therefore,it was hypothesizedthat
there may be a relationshipbetween these two factors. If this is true, then the
validityof these scales is extended, and they could potentiallybe used to raise the
index of suspicion for deception in these preemploymentscreenings.
In this study we examine a uniquepopulation:applicantsfor law enforcement
positions who were found to be deceptive and subsequentlyadmittedduringthe
clinical interview that they had intentionallylied in one or more areas of the
applicationprocess. We compare them to a group of police applicantsin whom
there was no admitteddeception and none could be detected. We were interested
in the following questions:
1. Do these two groupsdifferon the validityindexesof the MMPIandthe IPI?
2. Do any of these scales or indexes discriminatebetween the groups so that
they could be used to identify candidateswho need closer scrutiny?

METHOD
Participants
Participantswere 36 applicantsfor law enforcementpositions of police officer
or deputy sheriff. The applicants had applied to law enforcement agencies
throughoutMichigan,includingboth large and small departments.Each of them
had been referredto a contractedcenter or practicefor psychological evaluation
as a component of their screeningprocess. All evaluationsused in the study had
been conducted over the past 7 years and included an MMPI, an IPI, and a
structuredclinical interviewlasting approximatelyone hour. The evaluatingpsychologist had the test results and the completedapplicationform availableat the
time of the interview.
The criterionfor deception was an admissionby applicantsthat they knowingly lied or provided false informationin completing the applicationor backgroundquestionnairein order to appearmore favorableor because they thought
the informationwould "look bad." Areas of deceptionincludedboth minorshortcomings and more significantproblems,and were typicallyrelatedto job history,
school history, and drug use. These admissionstypically occurredwhen the applicant was confrontedwith inconsistencies in collateralinformationavailableto
the psychologist. In their deception, each of these applicantshad falsified sworn
and notarizeddocuments. Eighteen applicantswho met this criterionwere identified, and these subjects comprised the deceptive group. A second group of 18
applicantswas drawn randomlyfrom the files. Each of these applicantshad denied any deception in completingtheir applicationor backgroundquestionnaire,
and there was no contradictoryinformationdiscovered from other documents or
collateral sources of informationto indicate deceptiveness. These subjects comprised the comparisongroup.
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The authors note that while all of the deceptive individuals in this study
admittedto lying at various stages of the applicationprocess, it is certainlypossible that some applicants in the comparison group also intentionally falsified
informationbut were not detected.
The total sample was 83.3%male and 16.7%female. Racial compositionwas
86.1% White, 11.1%Black, and 2.8% Hispanic. Age rangedfrom 20 to 35 years
with the averageage being 25.6. Therewere no significantdifferencesbetween the
two groups with respect to age, gender, or race.
All applicantshad completeda medicalexamination,an extensive application
form, physical agility testing, and oral boardinterviewsprior to their psychological screening. They were also requiredto meet a minimumeducationalrequirement of a high school diplomaor its equivalent.
Instruments
Psychological testing for each applicantincludedcompletionof two psychometric instruments.The MMPIis a 566 item, true-false, paper-and-pencilinventory developed by Hathaway and McKinley (1967) to assess clinical psychopathology. Its primaryscales consist of three validityand 10 clinical scales measuring a range of psychopathologicalsymptoms and syndromes. The two validity
scales which are related to minimization/defensivenessare the L scale and the K
scale. In addition, several of the supplementalvalidityindexes were examinedin
the present study including (a) the F-K Index (Gough, 1950), (b) the Obviousminus-Subtle(O-S) scales (Wiener, 1948),(c) the Positive MalingeringScale (Mp)
(Cofer et al., 1949), and (d) the Es-K Index proposed by the authors.
The IPI is a 310-item, true-false, paper-and-pencilinventory designed to
measure dimensions of personality and behavior relevant to law enforcement
(Inwaldet al., 1982).It comprises 26 scales includingone validity scale called the
GD (Guardedness)scale.
Procedure
The method of data acquisitionwas archival.The deceptive applicantswere
identified by informationin the psychological report which indicated that the
individualadmittedto being deceptive with regardto his or her applicationand/or
backgroundinquiry. Over 300 files were reviewed from multiplecontractcenters
to identify the 18 deceptive applicantsand all necessary test results. The comparison group was drawn at randomfrom a group of applicantswhose psychological reports did not indicate an admission of deception. Because of the relatively smallnumberof subjectsin the study, the scope of investigationwas limited
to seven scales includingthe L, K, Mp, O-S total, F-K Index, and Es-K Index
from the MMPI and the GD scale from the IPI.
RESULTS
A separateanalysis of variancewas run for each of the seven variables. We
hypothesized that the deceptive applicantswould have higher scores on L, K,
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Mp, and GD, but lower scores on O-S total, F-K Index, and Es-K Index. Lower
scores on the latterthree variables(typicallyin the negativerange)would indicate
greaterdefensiveness.
Results of the ANOVAs revealed significantdifferencesfor five of the seven
scales and indexes. On the L scale and the K scale, both MMPI validity scales
designedto measureminimization,scores were significantlydifferentbetween the
groups, with the deceptive groupscoringhigheron each. The deceptive groupalso
scored significantlyhigher on the Positive Malingering(Mp) scale of the MMPI,
and on the GD scale, the IPI validity scale that measures guardedness.A highly
significantdifferencewas also foundfor the Es-K index, with the deceptive group
scoring significantlylower (in the expected direction).No significantdifferences
were found for either the O-S total score or the F-K index on the MMPI. Means,
standarddeviations, and F ratios for scales and indices are presented in Table 1.
Classificationanalyses were examinedfor all significantvariables.The Es-K
Index with a cutoff score of - 3 had the best predictionrate, accuratelyclassifying
83.3% of the deceptive applicantswith a sacrifice rate (false positives) of only
5.5%. Using a comparablerate for detection of deceptive applicantsfor three
other scales, the false positive rate was considerablyhigher, rangingfrom about
39%to 44%. The GD scale from the IPI performedslightly better than the basic
MMPIvalidity scales of L and K; however, the GD mean was considerablylower
and its standarddeviation somewhatgreater.These cutoff scores were "optimal"
derivations for this particulargroup, so the issue of "overfit" is likely to be a
significantfactor in these rates of classificationaccuracy. Results of the classification analyses are presented in Table 2.

DISCUSSION
The purpose of this study was to examine the relationshipbetween psychometric indicators of defensiveness and conscious deception in law enforcement
applicants. The results suggest that, at least to some extent, such a relationship
Table 1. Comparison of Police Applicant Groups on MMPI

Scalesand Indices
Applicantgroup

MMPIScale

Deceptive
n= 18
mean (SD)

Comparison
n= 18
mean (SD)

F

L Scale
K Scale
Total O-S
Mp Scale
F-K Index
Es-K Index
GD Scale

58.06 (8.67)
66.94 (5.65)
-88.33 (33.18)
18.39(3.78)
- 18.39(3.48)
-7.00 (4.31)
49.39 (8.71)

50.22 (5.40)
62.11 (7.33)
-71.89 (34.30)
15.72(3.79)
- 15.89(5.61)
2.22 (5.59)
43.06 (8.59)

10.60**
4.91*
2.14
4.48*
2.58
30.72***
4.82*

*p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001, two-tailed.
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Table 2. Classification Analysis for
Significant Variables
Variable
Es-K Index < -3
GD Scale >43
K Scale >63
L Scale >52
Mp Scale >19

True positives

False positives

15 (83.3%)
15 (83.3%)
15 (83.3%)
14 (77.8%)
7 (38.9%)

1 (5.5%)
7 (38.9%)
8 (44.4%)
7 (38.9%)
3 (16.7%)

does exist. These findings also support the utility of several psychometric validity
scales of the MMPI and IPI for the assessment of defensiveness/deception in these
forensic preemployment screenings.
The traditional validity scales on both the MMPI (L & K) and IPI (GD) that
are designed to detect minimization were significantly different between the
groups. Thus, applicants who provide false information on applications or background inquiry may also be more defensive or guarded on psychological testing.
Since the distinction occurred for L and K on the MMPI and GD on the IPI, the
indication is that the efforts at deception are both naive (more obvious) and
sophisticated (more subtle). However, the higher level of significance for the L
scale would suggest that the less sophisticated efforts are used more prominently
by deceptive applicants. It is also possible, however, that this evidence of more
naive strategies may reflect identification of less sophisticated deceivers. In other
words, the criterion group might have only consisted of individuals who were poor
liars.
On balance, however, there was no significant difference between deceptive
and control applicants with regard to the total number of obvious versus subtle
items endorsed on the MMPI. However, these items do more directly assess
symptom report rather than a style of defensiveness or minimization. In addition,
even "normal" subjects' mean scores are typically in the negative range (Greene,
1988).
With the special scales and indexes from the MMPI, the results were somewhat mixed. The Positive Malingering (Mp) Scale showed a significant difference;
however, when subjected to classification analysis with a suggested cutting score
of 20 (Cofer et al., 1949), the scale would correctly identify only 39% of the
deceptive applicants and 83% of the controls. The strongest finding from this
study was the efficiency of the Es-K Index, which accurately classified about 83%
of the deceptive applicants with a sacrifice (false positive) rate of only 5.5%. This
index shows promise for screening deception/defensiveness in a police applicant
population.
Interestingly, the F-K Index and Obvious vs. Subtle total did not show a
significant difference between the two groups. Though the efficiency of the F-K
index for detecting defensiveness/minimization has not been well documented in
clinical contexts (Cofer et al., 1947; Grayson & Olinger, 1957; Johnson, Klinger,
& Williams, 1977), other research has found it to be more effective in criminal
forensic and police officer populations (Grossman et al., 1990; Wasyliw et al.,
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1988). A similar trend has been found for the O-S difference (Grossmanet al.,
1990). One possible explanation for the discrepancy between our results and
previous findings may be a difference in the criteria. Whereas previous studies
examined motivationalsets involving level of psychological/symptomaticdisturbance, the criterionof deception in the present study did not necessarily relate to
reportof symptomsbut rathera "style" of tryingto conceal or minimizeproblems
to appearmore favorable as an applicant.
It should also be noted that for the total Obvious-minus-Subtlescore and the
F-K Index, the meansfor bothgroupswere withinor close to the rangethat would
indicateminimization(- 11for F-K, Gough, 1950;& -75 for O-S, Wiener, 1948).
This suggests that, if these indexes are to be used in law enforcement assessments, differentcutting scores may need to be applied. This findingis consistent
with previous research that recommendsusing more liberalcutoff scores for use
of these validity indicatorswith a law enforcementpopulation(Grossmanet al.,
1990).

There are, however, some potential limitationsto this study that should be
addressed. First, although an admission of lying is an unbeatable criterion for
deception, it also poses a potential problem. Namely, the possibility that only
unsophisticateddeceivers are being identified and that therefore the population
may be somewhat skewed and not representativeof individualswho are effective
at deception. This reflects the criterionproblemin doing any type of research in
deception or malingering.It is also difficultto distinguishwhether such individuals produce these scores because they are prone to lying or because they are
overly defensive as a result of problemsin their background.
In considering these issues with regardto the present study, we note that
althoughthe participantswere classified as deceptive based on an admission,that
admissiontypically came only afterthey were confrontedwith objective evidence
of their deception. None of those who were confronteddenied their dishonesty.
As for the question of whether to attributethe scores to being "lie prone" or to
being overly defensive based on a problematichistory, this distinctionmay not be
criticalfor law enforcementapplicantscreening.In both cases, there is a propensity to distort informationfor personal gain and refuse to acknowledge fault.
Although the job selection process carries an inherent bias toward presenting
favorably, the deceptive participantsin this study intentionallylied and/orfalsified swornand notarizeddocumentsin orderto cover up some potentialdifficulty.
This goes beyond the acceptable scope of positive impression managementand
calls into question the integrityof the applicant.It is this characteristicthat could
be problematicin a sworn law enforcementofficer.
A more important limitation is the small number of participants and the
resulting "overfit" in establishedcutting scores. Such a limited sample size necessarily limits the generalizabilityof these findings. Because these cutoff scores
were optimally derived for this specific group, there is likely to be lower classification accuracy when they are appliedto other groups. There is clearly a need
for cross-validationof these findings.It would also be interestingto replicatethis
study using the MMPI-2as all of the indicatorsexcept the Mp scale have been
retainedat least in a modifiedform. Based on reportsof equivalencybetween the
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instruments(Butcher, Dahlstrom, Graham,Tellegen, & Kaemmer, 1989), these
findings from the MMPI should also apply to the MMPI-2.
In summary, these scales and indexes show some promise for identifying
deception in law enforcement applicants. Although they will not categorically
identify or distinguishdishonest candidates, they may provide valuable information that the psychologist could use to raise the index of suspicion for a given
individual.The psychologist shouldreview several test indicatorsand use these in
combinationwith the interview and collateraldocumentation.
Preemployment psychological screening of law enforcement candidates
places a heavy ethical and legal burden on psychologists. In conducting these
evaluations, it is importantfor the mentalhealth professionalto acquireaccurate
backgroundand historicalinformation.In additionto the content of this information, the applicant'shonesty in disclosure is also of crucial importance.Psychologists should enter these preemploymentevaluationswith a relativelyhigh index
of suspicion for deception. By combiningmultiplepsychological tests with multiple sources of collateral information,and a structuredclinical interview, the
probabilityof identifying a deceptive or dishonest applicant increases (Ostrov,
1986). Though additionalresearch is clearly needed, we hope that these findings
will be seen as a first step in developingmethodsfor the detection of deception in
law enforcementapplicants.
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